
An Appreciation Memo To All NAWCC Members 

February 28, 2018 

From: Tim Glanzman - NAWCC San Jacinto Chapter 139 President 

Subject:  Appreciation of NAWCC Member Support During & After Hurricane Harvey 

On behalf of Chapter 139, I’d like to express our gratitude for the outpouring of 

support from NAWCC members around the country during and after Hurricane 

Harvey in 2017.  We have been touched by this support and caring from fellow 

NAWCC members.  In an effort to give something back to all of you as an expression 

of our appreciation, we are cutting our All Texas Chapters Regional registration fees 

in half for the August 23-25, 2018 show.  This one time only discount results in an 

“early bird” registration fee of only $15.  This was not an easy financial decision for 

us given the significant expenses in putting together a world class Regional.  Please 

consider it our gift to you along with a heartfelt “thank you”.  We have an excellent 

Regional planned for 2018.  We hope you will join us and experience the gracious 

hospitality we are known for in Houston.  

A bit about Hurricane Harvey 

It is impossible for anyone living in Houston Texas to not know someone who was devastated by 

Hurricane Harvey.  It is difficult for people to imagine the trillions of gallons of water dumped 

on the Houston area over several days by Harvey.  Some of our members were indeed flooded.  

We helped each other recover with particular emphasis placed on rescuing damaged clocks and 

watches.  We also received emails and telephone calls from other chapters and individual 

NAWCC members offering their assistance.   

Tall case clocks seemed to bear the brunt of the damage.  These were the most difficult to move 

due to their size and bulkiness in the limited amount of time people had to evacuate their homes 

as the flood waters continued to rise.  Also, as collectors, we can all relate to the watches in desk 

drawers as well as the forgotten clocks stored underneath spare beds which also became flood 

victims.  Our restoration effort on these clocks and watches is ongoing.  Maybe these will 

become the subject for an exhibit for a future Regional.    

Again, your support of our chapter has touched our hearts.  We thank you and look forward to 

seeing you in August! 

Sincerely,      

Tim Glanzman    


